This paper aims to approach a linguistic and cultural question as it was thought of and expressed not only through official texts and discourses, but also through how we observe it in the written journalism in Morocco. Its usage especially the one related to the Tamazight language and culture, is based on political, educational, cultural, economic, and identity issues.
Introduction
Since the recognition of Amazigh by the State High Authority in 2001, its sociolinguistic status has undergone a remarkable change. Its rehabilitation process has concerned public opinion in Morocco and elsewhere. It has become an axis around which discussions of a cultural, political, linguistic, sociolinguistic, didactic nature are organised... Discourses on Amazigh and on its rehabilitation are multiplying. They either complement each other, or they oppose each other. Depending on circumstances, they evolve, interact and are discussed in the media: on television, on the radio and in the print media. It seems that these means of communication have an impact on public attitudes. They impose themselves in everyday life, and become an essential vehicle for discourse, that also mobilises various stakes. That is why they take part in the process of promoting the Amazigh language and culture. The media provide information, influence a large audience, and shape an image of a given culture.
In this article, we aim to examine print press discourse on Amazigh. We shall focus on its lexicon in order to understand it and to understand the issues that it mobilises. We rely on a set of journalistic articles from various newspapers written in Arabic and French. These journals are printed daily, monthly or weekly, on a regular or irregular basis 1 .
We will also focus on the mechanisms of the print media and on how the latter contributes to spreading and promoting Amazigh. Particular questions that we wish to address are: What discourse does it convey? What are its stakes in disseminating and upgrading Amazigh? Who writes in this press? And to whom is it addressed?
Analysis of print media discourse: lexis and stakes
From a methodological point of view, we have been inspired by lexicometry as a method which consists in "operating, starting from a segmentation of the formal reorganizations of the textual sequence and from statistical analyses of vocabulary" (Leimdorfer and Salem, 1995: 133) . This "allows us to better understand the vocabulary of a corpus" (Leimdorfer and Salem, 1995: 133) . We have restricted our analysis to a few lexical-semantic categories which seem to us the most salient and which resort to subfields by which members of the Amazigh Cultural Movement (ACM) develop requests and pleadings in favour of their identity.
The terms that we have focused on are: Politics ('al-ssiyassa), Language ('al-llugha), Identity ('al-huwwiyya), Ideology ('al-'idyolujiyya), Thought ('al-fikr) and Discourse ('al-khitab) . We thus came to better understand and interpret the discourse when we explore its vocabulary (its lexicon, words and expressions) that constructs its utterances and the use that enunciators make of them. In parallel, we made statistics of their occurrences in the print media discourse on Amazigh. The process of reading and interpreting these words depends essentially on the (con)text in which they are used in so far as they are defined in their interaction with this context.
The table below summarises the statistics of occurrences 2 of lexicalsemantic categories that we have already specified. These poignant words appear repeatedly in the articles that constitute our corpus 3 : For stakeholders, this is a policy qualified as: "incompatible with democratic values", "arrogant and aggressive", "official discriminatory", "of negation and exclusion", "unilateral of violence" (siyassatu 'al-'unfu 'al-'uhadi :), "of exclusion and marginalisation" ( siyassatu 'al-iqsa :' wa 'alttahmi :shi), "of murder" ('al-katl), "of arrest" ( 'al-'i'tiqa : li) "of oppression and depression", "genocidal", "policy of arabisation" (siyassatu 'al-ta 'r :bi), "tamed", "of segregation" (siyasatu 'al-tafriqa (t)), "of procrastination" ('al-momatala (t) wa 'al-taswi :fi ), "of monopoly of wealth" (siyassat 'ihtika : ri 'al-tharawati), "the policy to destroy amazighity", etc.
As we can notice, all these qualifications show a great "subjectivity", in which Amazigh militants engage and take a stance in relation to the policy adopted and / or practiced against their identity. The meaning attributed to the word "political" is therefore significant insofar as it reveals the intention and attitude of ACM members towards the political system. As we have already pointed out, the meaning of this lexicon is determined according to the context and the situation of enunciation established in the text (journalistic articles) between an enunciator (the associative actors) representing the ACM and a recipient (readers) who could be activists themselves, people who are interested in the socio-political situation of the Amazigh, or even people engaged in an "anti-Amazigh" policy.
It is noteworthy that the word political registers one of the most frequent occurrences in the speech of the Amazigh press. We counted 1,236 uses in all 325 items. It is often associated with pejorative and depreciative adjectives that criticise a system which excludes Amazigh identity. For MCA activists, the strategies of this policy do not succeed as much as intended because they are governed by "a Makhzen power" which dominates and governs "the Moroccan State". "Its method (the Makhzen) is undemocratic and retrograde, it goes back to the most remote centuries and we (Amazigh Moroccans) no longer need it" (mimma ja'alana: nula: hidho 'anana: la: zilna: nu' a: ni: wa natakhabbatu fi: masha: kili 'ijtima:' iyatin wa 'iqtissadiyatin muzriyatin min jara:' i hadha: 'al-namati' ala: dimuqra: ti mina al-tafki: ri al-makhzani: wa 'al-mutakhalifi' alladhi: 'atha: thima: rahu fi:' alquru: ni 'alma: diyati wa' alladhi: nahnu fi: ghina: 'anhu). This method "confirms the Arabist tendency of the state "al-tawajuh 'al-'uru: bi: al-ddawlati) and prevents the socio-political and economic evolution of the Amazigh language and of Amazigh speakers.
We should also mention that the language policy of enforcing the use of Arabic is among those projects which, according to MCA activists, weakens the sociolinguistic situation of Amazigh with all its components (education, culture, politics, media, etc.) . "This policy of exclusion" "(siyyassatu 'al-iqsa:' i) "continues to carry on and risks eradicating the Amazigh identity'. In fact, they see in the Arabization of Morocco an "antiBerber discrimination [which] is as an official, deliberate and organized fact, inscribed in texts and supported by State institutions, which are instrumented with the aim of denying the Berbers' ancestral identity in order to Arabize them by force and thus integrate them in an Arab-Islamic political conception as dominated ".
Thought -Ideology
The observations above also apply to the lexical-semantic categories of "thought" and "ideology", as significant occurrences in MCA discourses. We counted 124 occurrences of the word ideology and 17 of the word thought in the articles in our corpus. These two concepts are largely linked to one another in the sense that one represents and carries the other. Amazigh militants denounce the impact of "Arab-Muslim" thought and ideology as:
An "exclusivist and chauvinist thought", "despotic", "unique", "totalitarian", "disastrous", "devastating", "unqualifiable," which folds on itself and clings to a fantasised anachronistic past which would go back in order to advance", "a nationalist, Arabist thought "('al-fikr' al-qawmi: 'al-'uru: bi :) which goes against the Amazigh identity. For MCA members, the socio-political history of Moroccans is related to a "chauvinist" and "Jacobin" thought ('al-fikr' al-shu: ) . A thought that refers to "central" politics as a political doctrine defending "the totalitarian system" adopted by "the elite of the nationalist movement". They consider that "The spin-offs of this Salafist, Arab-Baathist and Jacobin doctrine are catastrophic and they have led us (i.e. Arab Moroccans and Amazighs) to socio-cultural underdevelopment and a crisis of identity".
The negative impact of the dominant culture is evident. For MCA members, "Arab nationalism -Arabism -is not illegitimate in itself, but the broad definition it claims -Pan-Arabism -and the restrictive cultural dirigism it supports, deny the national identities of non-Arab peoples who have adopted Arabic as their national language, but also those who have not adopted it, such as the Berbers."
The discourse of the written Amazigh stresses the power relations among the Arab identity which dominates the Amazigh identity. We should point out that this concept is often related to language and culture, as essential components. The Amazigh press puts forward three points of view concerning identity: the first states that "the Moroccan identity included three dimensions: Amazigh, Arab and Muslim" (turakizu 'ala : 'al-'ab'adi 'al-muta'adidati lil 'al-huwwiyyati 'al-maghribyati, fa hiya dhatu 'ab'a :din thalata : bu'dun 'ama :zi :ghi :, bu'dun 'arabiyun wa bu'dun 'isla :mi : yun.). The second considers that it is important to "identify the Amazigh, the Arab and the Islam as three different dimensions, considering that the Moroccan identity is first of all Amazigh" (fa 'al-huwwiyya 'al-maghribiya hiya 'assa :ssan huwiyyatun 'ama :zi :ghayatun di :nuha : 'al-islam wa lughatayha : 'al-'ama :zi :ghayatu wa 'al-'arabiyyatu). The third opinion points out that the Moroccan identity is essentially Amazigh, and has no links with Islam or with Arabic" (tushaddidu 'ala : 'al-huwwiyya 'al-'ama :zi :ghiyati 'a-ssirfati li 'al-maghribi wa 'anaha : la : 'ala :qata laha : bi 'al-'isla :mi'aw bi 'al-llughti 'al-'arabiyyati).
The MCA evinces two trends: a moderate one, which accepts diversity and recognises other socio-cultural elements on the territory of Morocco (the members of this trend "claim unity within the diversity which constitutes the richness of the Moroccan identity"), and an "extremist" and "fundamentalist" one, which rejects the elements threatening its existence, weakening its language and culture. The followers of this second trend show hostility towards anything related to something Arab and to Islam, which are for them two foreign elements: "For them, Arab identity and the Islam are just two intruders into the Moroccan identity, which is essentially Berber and they claim, more generally, that the Amazigh component is the main basis of their North-African identity". They oppose "the autochthonous people (the Amazigh) to the "unwelcome" intrusive ('asha'b 'al-'asi : l wa 'asha'b 'addakhi : l).
They claim that "if the native people in North Africa mainly use the language of the Arab colonizers, this doesn't turn them into Arabs", as they do have their own identity.
Traditions (clothes, weddings, cooking, songs, professions, rituals, heritage), just as the languages spoken by a sociolinguistic community, mark it and identify it in relation with another group, with different habits and languages. Every social group assumes a profile and an identity which sets it apart from the others, and its members recognise themselves and develop a feeling of belonging. This explains, for them, "the importance of defending the Amazigh identity" ( 'ahammiyati 'a-difa :'i 'ani 'al-huwwiyyati 'al-'ama :zi :ghiyati), just as "the necessity of promoting the Amazigh identity as an integrative part of the Moroccan identity" ( wa dharorati 'anuhu :d bi 'al-'ama :zi :ghiyati ka juz'in la yatajaza'u mina 'al-huwwiyyati 'almaghribiyyati), ('al-'ihtimam wa 'al-'inaya bil 'ama :zi :ghiyya thaqa :afa wa ta :ri :kh 'ala : 'assassin 'annaha : mukawinu jawhariyun min mukawinati 'alhuwwiyyati 'al-ta :ri :khiyati wa 'al-hadhariyati li'al-bila :di), etc.
Language
In the written Amazigh press, debates are organised around the sociolinguistic situations of languages present within the community. The sociolinguistic and political status of the Amazigh language, in relation to its competitors -Arab and French -is a major issue for Amazigh stakeholders, and this is rendered in the press. Journals host never-ending debates on the value, status and use of the Amazigh language in Morocco.
We notice two main types of debates on language: -"scientific" debates, where authors scientifically explore the status of Amazigh, using findings of sociologic, sociolinguistic, teaching methodology theories, etc.
They try to show the importance of promoting the Amazigh language in terms of the psycho-sociolinguistic development of the speaking subjects. They insist on the importance of Amazigh as an "ancestral", "rich", "civilizational" "mother tongue" (lugha 'al-'umm), as opposed to the Arab language, the official ('al-rrasmiyya), national ('al-wataniyya) language of the Koran, ( lughat 'al-qur'a :n), "sacred" ('al-moqadassat), ( lughatu 'almusta'mir) "the language of the Arab colonizer", "foreign" ('al-'ajnabiyatu), "dead", ( mayitatatun), "religious" « di :niyatun », (lughata di :nina : 'al-hani :f : wa qor'anina : 'al-karimi yuhibbuha : wa yuqaddisuha : jami : 'u : 'almagha :ribati bidu :ni 'istitna :'in). Foreshadowing the Amazigh value, especially by teaching it, represents a necessity for MCA members, as it "represents the mother tongue in which the speaking subject pronounces his/her first words. He/she uses it in order to express his/her own thinking, which represents the basis and the culture of each individual. Moreover, children learn better when they are taught in their mother tongue" (hiya 'al-llugha 'al-'umm 'allati : yantiqu biha : 'al-mar'a kalima :tuhu 'al-'u :la : yasta'i :nu biha lil 'al-ta 'abi :ri 'ani fikri 'al-farrdi : , hiya 'asasu wa thaqa :fatu qulu fardin. kama : 'an 'al-'atfa : la yata'alamu :na bishaklin 'afdhalin 'indama : yatalaqwna ta'li :mahum 'al'awali : bi lughatihim 'al-'umm) .
-"militant" debates: they are relative to MCA activism, and in them stakeholders voice their recommendations in order to legitimate its status as an institution (school, university, media, companies, etc.) . They claim that the Amazigh language should be imperatively taught, especially in the primary school, where children often face education in a language which is not theirs. For them, teaching in Amazigh "represents an opportunity for the national educative sector" (yu'tabaru 'idra :ju 'al-'ama :zighiyati makssaban lil 'al-mandhumati 'al-tarbawiyyati 'al-wataniyyati) , "it needs to be generalised in Morocco" ('ina 'al-'ama :zi :ghiyaya milkun lil 'al-magha :ribati jami :'uhum wa la : yajibo 'an yaqtasira tadri :suha : 'al : mintqatin du :na 'ukhra :). However, "the absence of a political will is more than evident (…) the unquestionable racism which nourishes this lack of political will". For the Amazigh militants, the state authorities contribute to complicating the life of the amazighophones, especially of the monolinguals who encounter communication problems in institutional contexts (schools, hospitals, courts, etc.) . These places usually ask for individual intervention (explanations, argumentation, defence, objection, demand, etc.) . A monolingual person can only use his/her own mother tongue, and the incapacity of using another language excludes him/her (fa 'indama : turidu 'ummi : 'atatbiba wa tasilu 'ila : 'iyadati tabi :bin la : yutqinu 'al-'ama :zighiyyatu, fama : 'al-'adlu fi : 'al-'isla :mi, 'an yata'alama 'al-tabibu 'al-'ama :zi :ghiyatu w yuda :wi : 'al :mutamazzighu wa 'al-muta'arribu bidu :ni tamyizin, 'am 'ala : kuli maghribiyin mutamazighin 'an yata'araba li yastahiqa 'al-tatbib fi : baladihi 'al-dimoqrati :). The Amazigh militants restlessly tackle the same subjects which represent priorities in the process of rehabilitation of the Amazigh identity: its constitution, its universities, its politisation (the creation of a political party 4 etc.
The written press insists on all sorts of discourses, especially those communicated by political parties, by the King, by state institutions, by MCA associations, by the World Amazigh Congress, by the Arab language partisans, etc. Every discourse represents the opinions of a well-defined socio-political faction.
In the lexical and semantic category of Discourse, we distinguish two types:
-militant discourse: an emotional discourse which reflects the aspirations of a militant network, defending a cause. Its members feel wounded and deprived of their fundamental rights.
-official discourse: militants recall all the discourses pronounced by the King in favour of the Amazigh. They consider the 2001 Ajdir discourse to be a reference which backs their militant discourse and justifies their claims. The royal intervention was extremely important to the Amazigh, as it opened several doors for the rehabilitation of their language. For MCA members, "the royal discourse provided amendments that we [the Amazigh] had been looking forward to for a long time (khita : bu 'al-maliki 'al-dhi 'ansafa hadhihi 'al-llughati wa 'a'a : da 'ilayha : haquha : 'al-maghbu : ni).
In fact, militants emphasise royal discourses in their own discourse in order to confront the institutions which neglect the King's instructions and continue to ignore the Amazigh. They cite the example of "the interdiction of Amazigh first names, by the Ministry of Internal Affairs (…rafdhu tasji : l'a-tifl SIFAW bi dafa :tiri 'al-hala 'al-madaniyya). To a certain extent, the 9 March 2011 discourse satisfies Amazigh ambitions, as the language is finally recognised in the new constitution.
Subjectivity and position statement in the media discourse on the Amazigh
After having examined the discourse of the written press, we can assert that the importance of the examined survey relies on the fact that it approaches extremely sensitive issues discussed in the written press, but absent from other media, such as television or radio. Public speaking in the Amazigh press is rather explicit, and even offensive. MCA members often use devaluing "axiological unities" (Kerbrat-Oreccioni, 1980) in order to express their negative attitude toward the political system in Morocco.
Their discourse establishes a sort of distinction between the Arab and the Amazigh in Morocco. To put it otherwise, two opposed and confronted cultural groups are clearly distinguished: on the one hand the partisans of the Amazigh cause (the Amazighophiles), on the other hand the partisans of the Arab language and culture (the Arabophiles), either side rejecting the other and trying to defend its own thesis. It is true that we do not dispose of an important number of articles written by militants of the Arab cause, those who fight against the decadence of the "lughatu 'al-ddad", but we can easily infer, from articles by MCA members, that their messages are quite different. They are first and foremost addressed to those who are, in their opinion, against an efficient evolution of the language.
In fact, the opposition of the two sides, each defending its language, is to be seen in the use of a significant vocabulary. We understand that "the use of a term does not function in an isolated way, but within a vocabulary, in a universe of relations to the other uses and the other terms" (Bonnafous and Tournier, 1995: 70) . This recurrent vocabulary constructs a discourse which relies on this relation of us [nous] to the Other. The MCA discourse defends the Amazigh and is offensive towards the Arab.
The importance of this "lexical stock" (Pecheux, 1975: 16 ) also resides in the fact that it strengthens the vocal but also "extremist" aspect of the Amazigh press discourse, a discourse where the speaker accepts to take sides with respect to the use of a certain vocabulary. For instance, the world "Arab" does not only signify a person who speaks Arabic or who belongs to the Arab world, but it also refers, in the discourse of Amazigh militants, to the other Moroccans who are not Amazigh, to competitors, to an element menacing their existence through their hegemony, etc.
It seems that the discourse of the Amazigh written press highlights the fact that the recognition and even the constitutionalisation of the Amazigh language has not remedied its sociolinguistic and socio-political situation in Morocco. In their opinion, Amazigh is still dominated first of all by the hegemony of Arabic and then of other foreign languages, such as French. In spite of all the measures taken in order to promote the Amazigh language (integration in the teaching sector in [2003] [2004] , in the media in 2006, in the constitution in 2011, etc.), Amazigh militants are not satisfied with the progress. They consider that the language has not benefitted from the necessary conditions in order to be promoted, as its use remains optional in institutions (schools, media, official discourses, etc.). Their discourse has clear cut goals and issues. They are explicit, as they do not make use of no-fighting techniques. MCA members establish a sort of categorisation by means of which they distinguish the Amazigh and the Arabs as two conflicted social groups. They create their own universe. Undoubtedly, their newspaper represents the space where they constantly develop their essentially vocal ideas.
Conclusion
We finally conclude that the discourse of the written Amazigh press is different from that of the other media (television and radio). It is inscribed within the framework of the defendant "militantism" of Amazigh language and culture. It is a specific semantic field (a jargon) by means of which MCA members elaborate their messages of contestation and which creates the text's meaning. We have equally noticed that the vocabulary of the written press on the Amazigh issue is generally associated to adjectives and adverbs with a strong symbolic charge, contributing thus to conveying the intention of speakers. It is an essentially emotional discourse, linked to the feeling of belonging to a socio-cultural community, whose language and identity are its most important landmarks. It explicitly conveys the challenges of this political, dialectic, critical and polemic press. ‫,دين‬ « réhabilitation » ‫,هيكلة‬ "Identité", ‫هوية"‬ " etc. These lexical paradigms are so recurrent in the articles of Amazighe militants that they seem to us to organise their discourse. In our opinion, they act as a catalyst of a "militant" network's thought. They add themselves up to the lexical-semantic categories that we analysed above and emphasise the "subjectivity" in the discourse of MCA members. 4 The Democratic Amazigh Moroccan Party (PDAM) is a forbidden party, which is not recognised by the state.
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